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ABSTRACT 

In the past 49 years, over 555 research and training reactors have been in 
operation, with approximately 325 currently in service. The age distribution of 
operating research reactors shows that the average age is about 24 years; about 
74% are 20 years old or older and about 33% are 30 years old or older. This 
group of reactors represents a very large investment in capital expense with 
replacement costs in 1990's prices much higher than when they were originally 
constructed. Furthermore, decommissioning costs may be much greater than the 
original investments. General Atomics has been directly involved for the better 
part of the nearly fifty year history of research and training reactors. This paper 
will describe a General Atomics program illustrating a dedicated commitment to 
the full service support of extended and improved use for all types of research and 
training reactors. 

"The ultimate use of technology is to take what you have and make something more, 
rather than invent a new piece of equipment" 

Anon. 

Since December 1942, over 555 research and training reactors have been in operation. 
According to statistics compiled by the International Atomic Energy Agency, there are 
approximately 325 research and training reactors currently in service. In the past 20 years, 
over 180 reactors have been shutdown compared to 130 that have been commissioned. 
Recent data show that there are 9 reactors currently under construction and 14 in the planning 
stage. 

This total of currently operating reactors includes a wide variety of designs, covering 
a range of power and research capabilities, located virtually around the world. Although 
there are some high geographical concentrations of research facilities, no continent is without 
a training and research reactor of some type. 

The uses of these reactors have evolved over the years. Primary uses now include (but 
are not restricted to): 

1. Fundamental research in nuclear and reactor physics 
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2. Studies of the physical properties of materials 

3. Training of nuclear engineers, reactor operators, and reactor operations 
personnel 

4. Production of radio-isotopes for a variety of uses including nuclear 
medicine 

5. Analytical techniques such as instrumental neutron activation analysis 

6. Non-destructive evaluation and testing 

7. Modification of materials 

The age distribution of the research and training reactors in operation shows that the 
average is about 24 years. Figure 1 illustrates this distribution; note that it is skewed, with 
about 74% being 20 years or older and about 33% being 30 years or older. 

This group of reactors represents a very large investment in capital expense. Of course, 
replacement costs today would be much higher than when the facilities were originally 
constructed. Furthermore, the costs of decommissioning may be much larger than the 
original investment. For example, the cost of a typical new 500 kW TRIGA Mark I reactor 
(excluding the building) would be approximately $3 million. Compare this with the estimated 
costs of decommissioning and removal of the same type of reactor at between $6 million and 
$10 million. 

These financial observations alone should lead one to ensure that these versatile and 
important facilities are kept up to date and fully operational for as long as possible. Although 
the original engineering may not have specifically considered research and training reactor 
life times of greater than 30 years, current technology can provide for this and even longer 
active service life. 

General Atomics has been directly involved with research and training reactors for the 
better part of the nearly 50 year history. The original TRIGA Mark I reactor is now over 
32 years old and remains in daily operation, still using much of its original fuel. It has been 
designated as a Nuclear Historical Site by the American Nuclear Society. The TRIGA 
reactor was General Atomics first commercial product and examples from the TRIGA family 
of reactors are found world-wide. 

General Atomics continues to supply the TRIGA family of reactors, being the only 
remaining United States supplier of research and training reactors, and one of only a few 
suppliers remaining world-wide. Based upon this long standing interest, General Atomics has 
established a program dedicated to the support of extended longevity of training and research 
reactors. There have been a great number of training and research reactor manufacturers 
over the years. Many of these have ceased to remain in the reactor business. Many others 
have dropped out of the research and training reactor field to concentrate on commercial 
power reactors. This has left many reactor operators without support from their original 
supplier. Because of this, the General Atomics Longevity Extension Program support is 
extended to all types of research, training, and testing reactors located around the world. 

The Longevity Extension Program includes the following areas of attention: 

(a) New digital and analog instrumentation and control systems. 
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(a) New digital and analog instrumentation and control systems. 
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(b) Improved and upgraded nuclear monitoring and control channels, 
including both analog and digital instruments. 

(c) Reactor facility testing, repair, and upgrade services including: 
pool or tank integrity 
cooling systems 
water purification systems. 

(d) Fuel element testing and replacement and core replacement and 
conversions. 

(e) Control rod drive testing, rebuilding, and replacement. 

(0 Control and monitoring system evaluation, calibration, and repair 
service. 

(g) Training services, including reactor operations, maintenance, 
instrumentation calibration and repair. 

(h) Development and training in expanded or new reactor uses such as 
neutron radiography and autoradiography, radioisotope production, 
nuclear medicine including boron neutron capture therapy, instrumental 
neutron activation analysis, and the modification of material properties. 

Space in this paper does not allow a detailed description of each area of interest, 
however, it is felt that one specific area bears special interest. This is the research and 
training reactor tank and pool integrity testing effort, an integral part of the General Atomics 
Longevity Extension Program. 

Based on many years of experience, General Atomics can provide critical information 
about the state of health of the reactor tank or pool and how to avoid leak related problems. 
Furthermore, valuable information can be provided to assist in the repair of leaking tanks and 
pools. This dedicated service includes both a full testing capability and remediation 
assistance for all research and training reactors. 

A survey of research and training reactor facilities has shown that at least ten facilities 
have reported pool or tank leaks in the past few years. In some instances, the leaks resulted 
only in an untimely interruption of services; in other cases, the problems resulted in a 
complete shutdown. Sometimes small leaks have been allowed to continue without successful 
or even attempted repair and have become more severe with time. 

Using modern ultrasonic techniques, General Atomics originally developed the testing 
methods to thoroughly investigate tanks where leaks had already occurred as an aid in 
developing repair procedures. As an extension of this valuable service, the program further 
evolved so that the tests could be used to assess the integrity or state of health of a non-
leaking tank. These results could then be used to determine if remedial actions should be 
required before leaks occurred, mitigating problems associated with costly damage, clean up, 
or shut-down. 

Based on recent state-of-the-art inspection techniques, unseen potential problems brought 
about by dangerous thinning or cracking of tank material have been shown to exist. This 
valuable information is now available to the reactor operator even though actual leaks are not 
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visually apparent. State-of-the-art ultrasonic techniques were specifically chosen to measure 
the integrity of the tank liner. In the past, it had been fairly common to inspect the tank liner 
visually, using binoculars or other optical devices, in an attempt to detect faults through 
observable cracks, corrosion, or discoloration. This method is still sometimes employed with 
results critically limited because most potential leaks cannot be visually observed. Using 

optical methods, problems were normally identified only after the tank integrity had been 
compromised and a failure and leak ensued. 

Integrity inspection can be accomplished without making significant physical changes to 
the reactor. For example, water does not have to be removed from the reactor tank. In fact, 
the water is used as an ultrasonic couplant during the tests. The reactor must be shutdown, 
however, so that the radiation field does not unnecessarily damage the ultrasonic transducers. 

In a typical inspection, nearly all of the tank area is inspected. There may be some 
difficulty introduced by core locations, beam tubes, or other tank penetrations, or by obstacles 
such as fuel storage racks placed along the tank wall or bottom. By moving obstacles out the 
way and through the use of special transducer manipulators, nearly 100% of the tank area can 
be tested. Through the use of a variety of different ultrasonic transducers, special areas 
indicating potential faults or features can be critically mapped in greater detail. 

The time required for physical tests at the reactor site is quite dependant on the size, 
shape and configuration of the reactor tank or pool. For purposes of estimating, a typical 
TRIGA Mark I tank (nominally 2-meters in diameter and 7-meters deep) would require 
approximately three days for inspection and data taking, following one day for pre-inspection, 
set-up and planning. Additional time would be required to write a report certifying the state 
of health of the tank. 

General Atomics has performed a number of inspections, both on TRIGA and non-
TRIGA tanks and would be most happy to provide details upon request. 

The author wishes to acknowledge and thank Mr. R. G. Muranaka for providing 
statistical information on research and training reactors. 
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Figure 1 Age distribution of operating research and 
training reactors. 
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